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abstract. An algorithm that transforms programs to eliminate intermediate trees is presented. The 
algorithm applies to any term containing only functions with definitions in a given syntactic form, 
and is suitable for incorporation in an optimizing compiler. 
Intermediate lists, and, more gencra”lly, intermediate trees, are both 
the bane of a certain style of programmin in functional languages. 
to compute the sum of the squares of the numbers from 1 to n, one could write the 
following program: 
sum( map square( upto 1 a)) (1) 
A key feature of this style is the use of functions (upto, map, sum) to encapsulate 
common patterns of computation (“consider the numbers from 1 to II”, “apply a 
function to each element*‘, “sum a collection of elements”). 
Intermediate lists are the basis of this style-they are the glue that holds the 
functions together. In this case, the list [I, 2,. . . , n] connects upto to map, and the 
list [I, 4,. . . , n’] connects map to sum. 
But intermediate lists are also the bane-they exact a cost at run time. 
evaluation is used, the program requires space ~ro~o~iona~ to n. If lazy ev 
is used, space is not a problem: each list element is ge erated as it is needed, and 
list consumers and producers behave as co-routines. But even under lazy evaluation, 
each list element requires time to be allocated, to be examined, and to be de-allocated. 
Transforming the above to eliminate the intermediate lists gives 
hQlU 
h(a+squarem)(mfl)n. (2) 
regardless of t e evaluation or er, because a 
operations on list 
* An earlier version of this paper appeare 
arch 1988, Lecture Notes in Computer Science (Springer, Berlin, 1988). 
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This paper presents an algorithm that transforms programs to eliminate intermedi- 
ate lists (and intermediate trees) called the Deforestation 
function definition that uses no intermediate trees is char 
,fnm+ An algorithm is given that can transform any term CO 
treeless form into a function that is itself in treeless form. 
square, and upta all have treeless definitions, and applying t 
ram equivalea,t o (2) 
appears suitable for inclusion in an 0 timizing co: .+iler. 
form is easy to identify syntactically, and the transformation 
(or sub-term) composed of treeless 
use with a lazy la 
have the embarras effect of transforming an undefined p 
returns a value. 
Treeless form and the Deforestation Algo m are presented in three steps. 
first step presents “pure” treeless form in a -order lazy functional language; in 
this rm, no intermediate values whatsoever are allowed. This is too restrictive for 
most practical uses, so the second step extends tre ss form by allowing one to use 
“blazing” (marking of trees according to type) to i cate where intermediate values 
may remain. Finally, the third step extends the results to some higher-order functions, 
by tre&&, such functions as macros. These “higher-order macros” may also be of 
use in other applications. 
A prototype of the transformer has been implemented in 14-J; it was added to 
Augustsson and Johnsson’s I.&IL compiler 123. The prototype handles blazed treeless 
form, and demonstrates that the transformer does work in practice. However, a 
thorough evaluation of the utility of these ideas must await an impleme 
handles higher-order functions (as macros or otherwise). 
This paper is the outgrowth of previous work on “listlessness’‘-transformations 
that eliminate intermediate lists [ 12,131. The new approach includes several improve- 
ments. First, the definition of treeless form is simpler than the definition of listless 
form. Second, the Deforestation Algorithm applies to aN terms composed solely of 
treeless functions, whereas the corresponding algorithm in 1133 applies only when 
antic condition, pre-order traversal, can be verified. Third, the treeless transfor- 
er 1s source-to-source (it converts functional programs into functional programs), 
whereas the listless transformer is not (it converts functional programs into impera- 
tive “listless programs”). G wever, the class of treeless functions is not the same 
as the class of listless functions. In some ways it is more general (it allows functions 
on trees, such as the flip function defined later), but in other ways it is more restricted 
(it does not apply to terms that traverse a data structure twice, such as sum xs/length 
ereas listless functions must evaluate in constant bounded space, treeless 
ce bounded by the depth of the tree. 
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is equally central to deforestation, except that the instantiate step has been replaced 
by manipulation of case terms; this simplifies the bookkeeping, and also simplifies 
the presentation of the algorithm. A variant of deforestation using instantiation in 
place of case terms is investigated in [6]. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 1 describes the 
first-order language. Section 2 introduces treeless form. Section 3 outiines the 
Deforestation Ngorithm and sketches a proof of its correctness. Section 4 extends 
treeless form to include blazing. Section 5 describes how to treat some higher-order 
functions as macros. Section 6 concludes. 
1. Language 
A first-order language with the following grammar is used: 
..- t v ..- variabte 
I 
0) f L Cl . . . .A; constructor application 
If t, . . . ?k function appf ication 
lease ~Oof~t:trl-+n:tn case term 
?::=co, . . . Uk pattern. 
In an application, t, , . . . , tk are called the arguments, and in a case term, to is called 
the selector, and p1 : t, , . . . , p,, : t,, are catted the branches. Function definitions have 
the form 
f vi . . . UC; = t. 
Example definitions are shown in Fig. 1. 
The patterns in case terms may not be nested. Methods to transform case terms 
with nested patterns to ones without nested pa%erns are well known [I., 14-J. 
liCa; cy ::= Nil i cb?2i9 a (I& a) 
tree a! ..- ..- Leaf a! 1 Branch (tree cx) (tree a) 
append : list a -+ list a + list f2 
append zs ys = ca§e zs Qf 
Nil : ys 
Cons 5 zs : Cons z (append zs ys) 
: tree a -+ tree c~! 
= case 2-t of 
Leaf 2 : Leaf 2 
Branch ti yt : Branch (flip yt) (fee’? ti) 
Fig. 1. Exampl; definitiom. 
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The language is typed using the Hindley-Milner polymorphic type system [S, 9,5], 
ther languages; the reader is assumed to be fami 
type system. 
Each constructor c and function$ has a fixed arity k. For exa 
e constructor Cons has arity 2, and the functio 
age is first-order, terms and types are writte 
et language, to facilitate the extension in 
erm is said to be linear if no variable a 
once. For example, (Qppend xs (appendys zs)) is linear, bu endxsxs) is not. 
This definition must be extended slightly se terms: no variable may 
appear in both the selector and a branch, riable may appear in more 
than one branch. For example, the definition of append is linear, even though ys 
appears in each branch. 
The intended operational semantrcs of t e language is normal order (leftmost 
outermost first) graph reduction. ne term is said to be as efficient as another if, 
for every possible instantiation of the free variables, the first requires no more steps 
to reduce than the sscond. 
Let I;‘ be a set of function names. A term is preek -with respect to F if it is 
linear, it only contains functions in F, and every argument of a function application _ _ 
and every selector of a case term is a variable. 
I[n other words, writing tt for treeless terms with respect to F, 
tt::= c 
I c tt, . . . ffk 
If VI... Vk 
se 0, of p1 : tt,( l l l Ipn : tt,, 
where, in addition, tt is linear and each ,f is in F. 
A collection of function definitions F is treeless if each right-hand side in F is 
treeless with respect o E The definitions of append andflip in Fig. 1 are both treeless. 
at is the rationale for this definition? The restriction that every argument of 
a function or selector of a case term must be a variable guarantees that no intermediate 
trees are created. It outlaws terms such as 
where (jZip zt) returns an intermediate tree. On the other hand, constructor applica- 
tions are not subject to the same restrictions. This allows terms such as 
(flip yt) (jlip xt) 
e the trees retur xt) 23 ot i iate: ey are 
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The linearity restriction guarantees that certain program transformations do not 
introduce repeated computations. ‘Gurstall and arlington use the term ~~fol~~~g 
to describe the operation of replacing an instance the left-hand side of an equation 
by the corresponding instance of th, rrghi-han side [3]. Unfolding a definition 
with a non-linear right-hand side risks duplicating a term that is expensive to 
compute, making the program kcss e Cient- For instance, a classic example of a 
non-linear function is 
square x - x x x. 
erm that is expensive to co 
contain square d rather than its unfolde 
rable for a program to 
e other hand, an 
square x = exp(2 x log x). 
ow square is linear, and there is no harm in unfoldin 
that treeless definitions are linear 
acrificing efficiency. 
Loss of sharing can sometimes be avoided by using terms. For example, with 
the first definition of square, unfolding square t using 
This term is not treeless, because it contains t as an intermediate “tree”, but in this 
case the intermediate “tree” is an integer, and so is harmless. Section extends 
treeless form to allow intermediate terms of some types (such as ini), and uses 
terms for this purpose. But for types where it is desired to eliminate intermediate 
terms (such as list cx and tree a) z-,ing let does not help: the whole point of unfolding 
is to bring to;ether the argument with the function body to allow further transforma- 
tions, and using let defeats this purpose. 
Being treeless is a property of a finition, not of the function defined. Figure 2 
gives two definitions of the functi Jlatr~. The definition of flatten, is treeless, 
while the definition of flatten, is not. (Unfortunately, the function to flatten a tree, 
rather than a list of lists, has no treeless definition; but see Section 6.) 
It is now possible to present the main result. 
(Deforestation Theorem). Every composition of functions wit 
dejnitions can be e$%rtively transf n*md tn n o;-dn ~-40~: wifh a treeless de#nition, “I ,,‘CW I” u J‘“‘6‘L JW”.’ 
without loss of ejpciency. 
he algorit at carri;s out t 
Deforestation Algorithm. The input 
consisting of variables 
equivalent treeless term 
Although the statement 
ea 
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flatten, 
flatten(J zss 1 
!ist (list a) - + list i-2 
case 2ss of 
Nil : Nil 
cons zs xss : append zs ( 
list (list tx) -+ list Q! 
c a;ss of 
Nil : 
cms 51;s zss : ten: 223 zss 
list a -+ list (list a) --3 ltst a 
case 25 of 
tteni zs ass) 
Figure 3 gives two examples of applying the Deforestation Algorithm, to t 
compositions append (append xs ys) zs and jlip ( ip zt). If m is the length of xs and 
n is the length of J’S, then the original append term takes time 2m + n to compute, 
whereas the transformed version takes time m + n to co e. The transformation 
introduces two new (treeless) definitions, ho and h,; obs e that to, is equivalent 
to append Incidentally, append xs (append ys zs) is transformed into exactly the same 
term, modulo renaming; so, as a by-product, the Deforestation Algorit 
a proof that append is associative. 
The characterization of treeless definitions is purely syntactic, so it is easy for the 
user to determine when deforestation apphes. The user nee not be familiar with 
the details of the Deforestation Algorithm itself. 
e heart of the Deforestation Algorithm is the set of seven rules shown in Fig. 
rite T[ t] to denote the result of converting term t to treeless form. It is required 
that 
should compute the same value. 
ows that the rules cover all possible terms: of the four 
able, constructor a licatio 
ossibilities for 
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zs ys) 25 
transform t 0 
Cons 5 (ho 5s ys 2s) 
Nil : zs 
cons y ys : Cons y (hI ys zs) 
transforms to 
hd 
where 
h& = case zt of 
: Leaf z 
: Branch (ho zt) (b yt) 
- 
Fig. 3. Results of applying the Deforestation Algorithm. 
It is clear that each of the rules preserves equivalence. In rules (l), (2), and (4), 
the basic form already matches tree and the co_mponents are converte 
recursively. In rules (3) and (6), a function application is unfolded, yielding an 
equivalent te that is converted recursively. For rules (5) and (7), the c 
simplified, and the result is converted recur 
variable in pl,. . . , pm occurs free in any of 
always possible to rename the bound variabl 
There is one problem: the algorithm as g 
example of applying rules (l)-(7) is shown i 
the term 
e B *’ 
P. Wader 
(1) m4l = V 
(2) TIIctl eee tkl = c (Tut1 
(3) TfIf tl 00. kll = T!&/vI, l l 0, &IQ] 
where f is defined by f VI . . . vk = t 
(7) T[cass (case b of 
Fig. 4. Transformation rules for the Deforestation Algorithm. 
is contains two rena ings of the original expression, and so the same rules may 
be applied again without end. 
he trick to avoiding this infinite regresss is to introduce a pywbri2tP mm? fimndfir wr _ a-__ .-w . . . uAAvraV 1 
definitions. The example above requires the introduction of a function h, that satisfies 
the equation 
h, zt = T 
Now when the ex ip (flip zt)] reaches the form (*) above, the two 
occurrences of T[. . .jj match the right-hand side of this equation. They can therefore 
be replaced by the corresponding left-hand side, giving 
h,zt=c 
Leaf z : Leaf z 
ranch xt yt : ranch (ho xt) ( 
efinition just. ti 
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Branch zt’ ytF : Branch (flip yt’) (flip xt’))l 
= case zt of (by (4)) 
&txz~ 2 : T[j(case Leaf z o 
Leaf 2’ : Leaf z’ 
Branek zt’ yt’ : Branch (flip yt’) (jlip &‘))I 
Branch zt g$ : T[[(case Branc (J’Eip yt) (flip 29) (of 
Leaf 2’ : Leaf 2’ 
Branch zt’ yt’ : Branch (alp yt’) (flip Et’))1 
= case zt sf 
Leaf z 
Branch ti yt : T[IB (flip (ASP d)) (RP @if, Yt ) ) II 
= case zt of (by (219 (113 (2)) 
Leaf 2 : 
Branch zt yt : ( T[I.KP (fE 
Fig. 5. Deforestation of flip (flip zt). 
When should new definitions be introduce 
contain applications of rules (3 
to take as potential right-hand si 
iying rules (3 j or (6j 
d for a second time, create 
term by a corres 
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transformation above, (jlip (jlipxt)) was a renaming of (flip (jlip zt)), and was 
replaced by the corresponding call (h, xt). The new term must be a renaming, rather 
than a more general instance, of the previous term; this guarantees that t 
function call has the form (f D, . . . ok), and hence is a treeless te 
It is a simple inductive proof to show that if the computation of 
term is in treeless form, and this term will itself be equivalent to 
tk of a term to be zero if it is and one greater than the 
of its subterms otherwise. Below is ed a ptoof that whenever 
eforestation Algorith ound on the depth 
of the terms of the form n.. .I lying rules (I)-(7). Since the 
terms are bounded in depth, a number of constructor and 
function symbols involved, then there are only a finite number of 
(modulo renaming). Thus, eventually a renaming of a previous 
encountered, and the algorithm is guaranteed to terminate. 
As mentioned previously, linearity guara e unfold rules, (3) and (6), 
never introduce a repeated computation. It is easy to verify that the other rules also 
do not duplicate cohnputations, and hence the derived treeless term is at least as 
efficient as the original term. 
It remains to show that there is a bound on the depth of the terms encountered 
by the Defores:ation Algorithm. Define the terms of order o as follows: a term of 
er 0 is a variable, and a term of order o + 1 has the form 
tt[ttyvl,. . . , tt$%*] 
where tt is a treeless term, tt:, . . . 9 ttz are terms of order o. and vl. . . o a ve are the 
free variables of tt. That is, a term of order o is an o-fold substitution of treeless 
terms; a term is treeless iff it is of or 
. Applying each of rules ( 1 )-( 7) to a term of order o results in a term of 
orde? o. 
uct on o, then use structural induction on the form of the term, one case 
h of the rules (l)-(7). e cases for rules g3) and (5) ZKe typical. Case (3): 
Since the arguments of a tr ss function application are variables, a function 
application of order o + 1 must have the form _f tt: . o . tt:, where the arguments are 
of order o. If f is defined by f vl . . . vk = tt, then applying rule (3) yields the term 
ffr ttO /99 t**t/ “It** L 9 tt$‘vJ, which is of order o + 1, as required. Case (5): Since the selector 
e term is a variable, if the left-hand side of rule (5) is of order o + 1 
c e tt;) . . . if;: p1: tty+y l * l I&: tto,+*. 
f c v)1 . . . vk, t e for t;yv;, . . . , ttyv;-J, 
where v:,..., vk are the free variables of tt other than v, , . . . , uk (which cannot 
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be substituted for, since they are boun pplying rule (j) yields the term 
tt[tt;f 211, . . . , tt;f vk, tt;“/v; , l l l , tt;/v:,] 
which is of order O-I- 
A legal input to the Deforestation Algorithm is a term consisting only of functions 
and variables. Such a term will have an order o equal to 
maximum of 1 and the de ths of al! right-hand sides of functio 
to (directly or indirectly) from t 
encountered by the Deforestat 
guarantees that the Deforestation orithm terminates wheneve 
legal input, and completes the 
It may be useful to apply the Deforestation Algo 
legal inputs. In this case termination is not guarantee ut when it does terminate 
the algorithm still returns an uivalent treeless te 
algorithm to the non-treeless nitisn of flQttenO i 
the treeless definition of flatten,. 
The definition of treeless form given in the revious section, henceforth called 
pure treeless form, is quite restrictive. Consider the definition 
upto : int + int + list int 
Tkl.4~ : Nil 
False: Cbnsm (upto (m+I) n). 
For example, upto 14 returns [ 1,2,3,4]. (Infix notation is used for legibility; m > n 
may be taken as equivalent to (>) m PI, where (>) is a function name, and similarly 
for m+L) 
This definition is not in pure treeless form: first, because it contains a selector 
it is not linear 
But in all cases, the offending intermediate “tree” is really 
marked with either a @ or 
tree by making a cut in its 
will be assigned s 
variable, such as CY, t en it should also be blazed 0; this is seusible because a value 
is given a variable type only if its internal structure is never mani 
t@ indicates that rt is of a type blazed @I, and writing te in 
blazed 0. 
In the definlrio of pure tree&s form, the places where int 
pear (function arguments and restricted to be 
terms are required to be linear. For blazed tree 
diate values could potentially 
variables or to be lazed 0, and terms are req 
blazed 0. 
This yields the following new gra mar for treeke”;s terms with respect to a set of 
function names F: 
I( c vv \e 1...vvk) 
1 (f vu ) 8 I... k 
case vvo p*:vv,l--=Ipn:vvn)* 
where in addition tt and vv are linear in variables blazed 8, and each f is in F. 
Note that tt* is equivalent to vu@, and vu@ is equivalent to v? As before, a 
collection of definitions F is treeless if each right-hand side in F is treeless with 
respect to F. The definition of upto and all the definitions in Fig. 6 are treeless. 
The Deforestation Theorem carries over virtually unchanged. 
(Blazed Deforestation Theorem). Every compo~r’?ion ffunctions with 
s dejnitions can be effectively transformed to a single function with a 
zed treeless definition, without loss of eficiency. 
Two examples of applying the 
Fig. 7. 
eforestation Algorithm are shown in 
To accommodate blazing, the Deforestation Algorithm is extended as follows. If 
ng the course of transformation a sub-term arises that is blazed 0, this sub-term 
transformed independen enient to introduce the 
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SUllz : list dnt + int 
sum zs = s?.m’o 2s 
sum . i int ---) list dnt 3 ht 
sum’ a 23 = case 2s of 
Nil : a 
Cons 2 xs : sum’ (a + 5) zs 
squares : list int -+ list int 
squares 23 = case 25 of 
Nil : Nil 
Cons z zs : Cons (square 2) (squares zs) 
sumtr : tree int --+ dnt 
sumtr xt = case zt of 
Leaf x : 2 
Branch xt yt : sumtr xt + swratr yt 
squaretr : tree int + tree int 
squaretr ;-i;t = case ti of 
Leaf 2 : .Leaf (square 5) 
Branch zt yt : Bramh (squaretr zt) (squaretr yt) 
Fig. 6. More example definitions. 
For example, applying extraction to the term 
sum’ 0 (squares (upto 1 n)) 
yields the term 
sum’ u. (squares (up u1 n)). 
Later in the same transformation, applying extraction to the term 
sum’(uo+squarex) (squares (upto (u,+l) n)) 
yields the term 
= 240 +square x 
u3 - --il,+l 
sum’ u2 (squares (upto u3 n)). 
ere is a renaming oft rev s expression, a 
I? Wadler 
sum (squares (upto 1 n)) 
transforms to 
= case (ul > n) 0 
True : 
False : 
tr (squaretr 23) 
transforms to 
bZt = case zt of 
Leaf 2 : square 2 
Branch ti gt : b zt + 
Fig. 7. Results of applying the Blazed Deforestation Algorithm. 
will cause the appropriate new function to be defined: 
ho uO u, n = T[sum’ u. (squms (upto u1 n)) 
Calls to ho will now replace the inner terms above. 
Extraction forces all arguiments of a function blazed CS to be variables. This is 
why it is not necessary for terms to be linear in variables blaze 0: since unfolding 
only replaces such variables by other variables, no duplication of a term that is 
nsive to compute can occur. 
o the definition of Tit] in Fig. 4 must be added the four rules in Fig. 8. 
(8) and (9) supersede rules (3) and (6), respectively, in the case where the resol? 
and all arguments of a function are blazed 0. In this case it is not necessary to 
unfold the application: it can be simply left in place unchanged. In particular, rules 
(8) and (9) cover all applications of primitive functions, such as to> t, or to+ tl , 
h cannot be unfolded anvway. Rules (10) and (I 1) manage occurrences of 
lid if c does not occur free in ny of the branches 
ossibk to rename the bnun variables so that this 
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Fig. 8. Additional rules for the Blazed Deforestation Algorithm. 
If v occurs more once, introduce a new functi n h defined by 
replace the 03-P e tto is blazed 0, this application is a 
treeless term. (Alternatively, simply add terms to the language, and extend the 
definition of treeless term to include terms in the above form.) 
it is straightforward to extend the previous results to show that the modified 
Reforestation Algorithm satisfies the requirements of the Blazed Deforestation 
Theorem. 
From the ~er’c p&t of view, one of the most attractive features of programming 
in a functional style is the use of higher-order functions. However, for the imple- 
mentor of a program transformation system, such as the Deforestation 
first-order languages may be easier to cope with. This s&on shows how 
not all) of the expressiveness of higher-order functions c e achieved in a first-order 
language, by treating higher-order functions as macros. e same idea may be useful 
for a variety of applications where it is easier to deal *&ith a first-order language 
ower of a higher-order language is desirable. (Goguen has championed 
that first-order languages often 
them where possible [7]. e achieves an e 
using parameterized modules in the first-order la 
The first step is to add e terms to the language. 
t ed,;...;d, 
where t is a term and cb, . _ . , d, are function de 
then the term above is just equivalekrt o I, where t 
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The second step is to add higher-order macro definitions. These have the form 
f 21, . . . ?.I/( s t. 
That is, they look like ordinary definitions, except with & i 
t may now cant ariables in place of function names, 
longer restricted indley-Milner type system is stil 
parameters vl, = . . , v, may now have a ground ty e, like int or (I& Q ), or a funct~ol~ 
type, like (in + int), or even a higher-order ty , like (( int + int) + int). 
restriction is that higher-order macros cannot be recursive. 
The lack of recursion, combined with the Hindley- ilner type discipline, guaran- 
tees that all higher-order definitions can be expanded out at compile time, with no 
risk of a non-terminating expansion. But at first the lac of recursion may seem 
overhr 1-1 restrictive. D es it not rule out higher-order functicns such as map and fold? 
No, it does not, because first-order recursion is still possible using the ere facility 
defined above. Definitions of ma and fold are given in Fig. 9; recursion is limited 
to the first-order Pdnctions g and h. 
With the definitions in Fig. 9, one can write terms such as 
sum (map square (upto 1 n)), 
map sum (map (map square) xss), 
(map square 0 map cube) xs, 
map (square 0 cube) xs. 
!7= = case 2s of 
Nil : Nil 
Cons x xs : Cons (f 5) (g xs) 
. 
(a 4 
i ham 
p 4 a) 4 o! 4 list p + o! 
where 
h a xs = case 23 sf 
i?J’i 
Cons x xs a x) xs 
: list int ---) int 
2 ford (+) 0 
Fig. 9. Example higher-order definitions. 
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Each of these expands out to a first-or er program, which can then be transformed 
orithm of the preceding sections. 
here covers many, but not all, uses of higher-order 
functions. In particular, all data structures are first-order, so it is not possible, for 
instance, to have a list of functions. 
macros provide one way to extend the Deforestation Al 
r language, and they may be valuable for 0th 
owever, their worth is not yet proven. An alternative woul to formulate a 
without the need to treat them as macros. 
An oft-repeated justification for the study of functional programming is that 
functional programs are eminently suited for program transformation. 
program transformation is a star member oft repertoire for writers 
compilers. For example, many steps in the L compiler involve transformation 
techniques [2j. Deforestation appears to be an attractive candidate for the next 
application of program transformation to compiler technology. 
An important feature of the Deforestation Algorithm is that it is centred on an 
easily recognized ciass of definitions, treeless form. This eases the task of the compiler 
writer. Perhaps even more importantly, it eases the task of the compiler user, because 
it is easy to characterize what sort of expressions will be optimized and what sort 
of optimizations will be performed. Further work is desirable in two directions. 
First, treeless form may be generalize,. d One possible generalization rests on the 
observation that some function argu ts, such as the second argument o append, 
appear directly in the function result. ese arguments might be treated in the same 
way as arguments to constructors in the definition of LA 1c +-eless form. It was previously 
noted that the function to flatten a tree has no treeless definition; with this generaliz- 
ation, it would. Related ideas are discussed 
Second, further practical experience shoul 
the utility of the ideas presented here. 
uired, in order to assess better 
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